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1 Version history 

ANRAM System Versions 

Date Version Notes 

July 2010 proof-of-
concept 

Provided to project reference group for review and comment. 

August 2011 prototype Used the iRAP v2.2 risk protocols (June 2010). Provided to project reference 
group for review and comment.  Peer review comment also sought from an 
international expert. 

August 2012 v0.9 Used the iRAP v3 Beta 3 risk protocols (July 2012). Reference group 
comments sought on beta version.  Comments from project reference group 
and peer review considered and addressed.  

December 
2012 

v0.95 Comments on v0.9 from project reference group considered and addressed.  

Wording corrections. 

Toolkit Section Analysis functionality and information updated. 

Toolkit Input and Output added.  

Sent to Austroads Safety Task Force and project reference group for comment. 

Sent to MRWA for trial (May 2013) 

April 2013 v0.96M Comments on v0.95 from Safety Task Force and project reference group 
considered and addressed. Bugs addressed.  

Sent to VicRoads, MRWA, Qld TMR and DPTI SA for trials (July 2013) 

August 2013 V0.97 Updates approved by Austroads Project Manager. 

Sent to Austroads Safety Task Force for endorsement. 

December 
2013 

V0.98 Comments received from users considered and addressed. Bugs addressed.  

ANRAM project report sent to Austroads Board for endorsement. 

March 2014 v1.0 ANRAM project report published. 

Calibration factors tab added to facilitate jurisdiction and project level 
calibration. Wording corrections, system improvements and minor bugs 
addressed.  

April 2014 v1.01 Toolkit Output bug fixed 

October 2014 v1.04 Calculation, Toolkit Output & Hyp Calculations minor bugs fixed. 

ANRAM SRS & CMF terminology updated (now ‘ANRAM Risk Factor’ and 
‘crash change factor’). 

Update so that if speed limit changed as part of a treatment (Toolkit Input tab), 
'speed limit, 85th %ile and mean speed are all changed. This change can be 
reviewed using the ‘Hyp data’ tab. 

 

User Guide 

Date Notes 

March 2014 Content drawn from Austroads report AP-R451-14 Section 5.3 and Appendices B & D. 

April 2014 Updated format, updated version no. refs and minor content updates 

May 2014 Updated information on Calibration, Toolkit output and minor content updates 

October 2014 Content updates (incl. updated information on p5, section 3.5, ANRAM SRS & CMF 
terminology, Appendix C); updated format, updated version no. 
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2 About ANRAM 
The Australian National Risk Assessment Model (ANRAM) helps road agencies identify, measure and 

report severe crash risk across all parts of the road network. ANRAM helps road agencies manage 

this risk through development of treatment programs aimed at reducing fatal and serious injury 

crashes and help achieve progress towards the Safe System vision. ANRAM can help in progressing 

towards Safe System outcomes as a result of targeted safety improvements at a road network level. 

ANRAM builds on existing Australian and international crash risk assessment programs such as 

AusRAP, iRAP, KiwiRAP and NetRisk, to create a system 

directly relevant and applicable for Australian state and local 

road agencies. Development of this nationally-agreed system 

was funded by Austroads. It involved collaboration between 

Austroads, Australian road agencies, the Australian 

Automobile Association (AAA), International Road 

Assessment Programme (iRAP), and ARRB Group. 

ANRAM predicts severe crash risk based on the relative 

safety performance of road infrastructure, traffic speed, flow 

and potential for vehicle conflicts. Severe crash history is used 

to supplement the predicted results and account for road user-

related risk. Road sections may be ranked on the basis of 

individual and collective risk of severe crashes. 

For further information and assistance on ANRAM and its 

implementation please visit the ANRAM Hub (www.arrb.com.au/ANRAM) or email us at 

anram@arrb.com.au.  

3 User guide 
This user guide provides guidance on how to use ANRAM v1.04. This guide covers: 

 Planning, preparation and application of ANRAM 

 Data requirements and management 

 How to prioritise high-risk road sections using ANRAM outputs 

 Using the ANRAM Toolkit to analyse outputs and generate a road safety treatment program. 

The details of how ANRAM works are covered in the report that describes the development of 

ANRAM (Austroads 2014). 

ANRAM v1.04 is an Excel 2010 VBA application capable of uploading the iRAP v3 coded data set 

and Observed FSI crashes, and outputting the key indicators of individual and collective severe crash 

risk.  Future versions may have different features or modified procedures.   

3.1 System Requirements 

ANRAM v1.04 system requirements: 

 System: Microsoft Windows 7 (32 or 64-bit) and Microsoft Excel 2010 or later is required.   

 Security settings: ANRAM requires the security settings to be adjusted to allow VBA macros to 

run. 

 File type: All ANRAM files must be saved as an Excel Macro-Enabled Workbook (file extension: 

.xlsm).  

The automated calculations require substantial computer processing power. 

http://www.arrb.com.au/
mailto:anram@arrb.com.au
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3.2 Application 

Figure 1 illustrates the basic process of ANRAM 

application at a jurisdiction level to identify road 

sections with a high risk of severe crashes, and to 

estimate benefits of potential treatment programs.  

The iterative nature of the process suggests that road 

managers may fine-tune a range of economically 

viable road infrastructure treatment options.  

ANRAM enables jurisdictions to:  

 Process data to obtain ANRAM outputs for 

each road section and for a selected road 

network.  This enables the jurisdiction to 

evaluate and prioritise road sections with the 

highest collective and/or individual risk. 

 Select road attribute or speed factors for 

potential improvement through treatment 

programs in order to reduce the overall risk on 

the selected road sections.  

 Estimate program costs. 

 Run the treatment program scenario and 

estimate the Predicted FSI crash savings. 

 Estimate a preliminary BCR for the treatment 

program option. 

 Evaluate a number of such program options to 

optimise the mix and extent of treatments. 

It is proposed that Predicted FSI crashes be 

the fundamental indicator of severe crash  

risk due to road infrastructure, traffic and speed. 

ANRAM FSI is the overall indicator of severe crash 

risk which also accounts for road user factors by 

inclusion of Observed FSI crashes. 

3.3 Planning and Preparation 

It is important to plan which parts of the road network 

will be covered by ANRAM investigation. This may be 

dictated by: 

 strategic commitment to assess and monitor 

risk levels across the road network, or its parts 

(e.g. rural roads) 

 priority of funding road safety improvements  

based on reducing the risk of FSI crashes on 

certain routes 

 availability of data 

 available budgets. 

It is suggested that each jurisdiction considers a pilot 

project involving ANRAM implementation.  This will 

provide a better understanding of its outputs and 

benefits, and provide a more realistic appreciation of 

resources required for ANRAM’s full implementation.  

Figure 1:  Application of ANRAM 

Predicted FSI crashes: severe crash risk 

predicted by crash prediction module.  

Observed FSI crashes: observed fatal 

and serious injury crashes. 

ANRAM FSI crashes: stable estimate of 

collective fatal and serious injury crash 

risk. Combines Predicted & Observed FSI 

crashes through an Empirical Bayes 

approach. 

See glossary for more information. 
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AusRAP data conversion 

ARRB can help with conversion of 

current AusRAP data formats into the 

format required for input into 

ANRAM. Contact the ARRB project 

team for further information. 

3.4 iRAP v3 Input Data Coding 

ANRAM v1.04 uses the same data input format as iRAP v3 

(Beta 3), July 2012 version
1
.  Thus, iRAP data meeting this 

coding standard can be imported into ANRAM using the 

import function.  

iRAP data preparation is subject to a specialised coding 

process by experienced staff from digital video
2
.  The 

prepared input data file is saved as data upload.xlsx.  The 

full list of 72 identified road attributes is provided in Appendix A.   

ANRAM has two additional data fields for each segment: road stereotype and jurisdiction.  These data 

can be entered into the data upload file (column BS and BT) prior to importing the data into ANRAM.  

The codes for the jurisdiction and road stereotype fields are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Table 1:  ANRAM-specific codes for 

jurisdiction field 

Code Value 

1 NSW 

2 VIC 

3 QLD 

4 SA 

5 WA 

6 TAS 

7 NT 

8 ACT 
 

Table 2:  ANRAM-specific codes for road stereotype 

field 

Code Value 
Applicable AADT 

range
(1)

 

1 Rural undivided ≤ 12 000 vpd 

2 Rural divided/freeway ≤ 24 000 vpd 

3 Urban freeway 24 000–160 000 

vpd 

4 Urban divided 10 000–80 000 vpd 

5 Urban undivided 500–45 000 vpd 

6 Urban local 100–10 000 vpd 

1 For dual carriageway roads volumes are total AADTs for 

both carriageways. 

 

Table 2 contains AADT ranges for which the SPF models were valid (see Appendix C of Austroads 

2014).  Users may need to consider selection of the ANRAM road stereotype based on their 

judgement and the AADT range values in Table 2.  For AADTs outside applicable ranges, the 

corresponding SPF may no longer be valid.  In particular, a rural undivided road with more than 12 

000 vpd may need to be coded as urban undivided, while a rural section of freeway with more than 24 

000 vpd per may need to be coded as urban freeway. 

Road data coding represents a significant effort and cost in the implementation of ANRAM, especially 

when identifying and prioritising risk on large extents of the road network is concerned.  There are a 

number of possible options for approaching this task by jurisdictions: 

 In-house resourcing and carrying out the task – this would require jurisdictions to train data 

coding staff and develop quality control systems to ensure coding consistency. 

 Seeking a service-for-fee from suitably trained service providers with appropriate levels of 

quality control. 

 Collaboration with established AusRAP partners, the auto clubs, by sharing costs of data 

coding. 

                                                           
1
 AusRAP uses the same risk models as iRAP. The ANRAM system used the iRAP v3 Beta 3 (July 2012) algorithms to achieve 

convergence with AusRAP. It should be noted that iRAP v3 was still undergoing reviews and refinements after July 2012 which 
could not be captured in the current version of ANRAM due to project timelines. 
2
 The iRAP coding procedure should be followed. iRAP has developed a coding manual which is available to Austroads 

members as part of the ANRAM Memorandum of Understanding signed in September 2012.  An advantage of coding from 
video by trained coders is that consistency in rating will be achieved.  The use of existing road attribute data, which may vary 
in form and quality by each jurisdiction must therefore be done with care in order to maintain integrity of results.  In addition, 
the video data itself is likely to be a useful asset to road agencies. 
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To improve cost effectiveness, this process can be undertaken along with, and in addition to, other 

asset data management tasks already carried out by jurisdictions such as periodic pavement 

condition monitoring based on the same digital video technology.  Further, some of the data may be 

derived from jurisdictions’ existing road data asset inventories (e.g. lane and sealed shoulder widths, 

safety barrier locations, etc.).  Such efficiency improvements would have a potential to significantly 

reduce the costs of ANRAM implementation.  Jurisdictions may consider a review of their current 

asset data inventories for such opportunities.  

It has been recognised that the cost of data collection using digital video can be substantial, 

particularly in many regional areas and for local governments.  It is proposed that road data collection 

in these areas be prioritised on the basis of road hierarchy, road use and staff resources.  Financial 

support for data collection in regional local government areas may be required. 

Further work is required during the early implementation of ANRAM to determine resource 

implications for collecting each data item.  An assessment will be required to determine items that 

require significant effort to collect, and a check made against the value of that item in terms of model 

accuracy.  It may be that the model will need to be adjusted in future to assist in this data collection 

task.  This assessment will need to balance these issues of resource requirements versus model 

accuracy.  Any such decisions will need to involve the broader stakeholder groups. 

3.5 Road Sections 

It is important to ensure that each road has a unique 

name so it can be identified in later analysis.  If desired, 

different parts of a longer route may carry additional 

identifiers relating to their location.  As suggested by 

iRAP, some users may also find it helpful to have 

different road names for each carriageway of a divided 

road, e.g. A and B, ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’, ‘northbound’ 

and ‘southbound’.  More specific road names will assist 

in separating the results of many parts of the same 

route.  On the other hand, this could make it more 

difficult to aggregate and analyse the overall results for 

a given road or route. 

Roads should be divided into road sections.  A similar approach to iRAP sectioning logic should be 

applied, i.e. new sections commence where: 

 Road name changes 

 Carriageway type changes (divided/undivided) 

 Area type changes (urban/rural) 

 Current distance less than previous distance i.e. chainage not in order (not continuous 

consecutive segments) 

 Change in distance is greater than 0.15km (not continuous consecutive segments) 

 Change in speed limit 

 Urban area type and section length ≥1km 

 Rural area type and section length ≥ 3km 

Note that sections that are only 1 segment long must be appended to the most relevant adjacent 

section. Short sections (up to 4 segments) may also be appended to adjacent sections, at the users’ 

discretion. 

Each section, irrespective of road name, must have a unique section number, not repeated in the 

entire data set.  A road section number should be a value, not a text string.  The section number 

should be assigned as part of the iRAP data coding set. 

Tips on Road Sections 

 Each section must contain more 
than one segment 

 Sections in rural areas will typically 
be approximately 3 km long 

 Sections in urban areas will typically 

be approximately 1 km long. 
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As general guidance, road sections should be approximately 3 km in length in rural areas.  A 3 km 

length represents a compromise between responsiveness to local risk score changes (shorter), and 

having adequate Observed FSI crash numbers to allow more reliable ranking and prioritisation 

(longer).  Consistent selection of road sections shorter than 3 km may lead to lower correlation with 

observed crashes.   

In urban areas ANRAM adopts the AusRAP practice of 1 km section lengths.  Higher traffic flows will 

more likely result in higher crash numbers, and thus, in more robust ranking of road sections.  Future 

practice in ANRAM application may yield more refined guidance on selection of road section lengths. 

Exceptions in section length can be used to accommodate logical road stereotype changes.  For 

instance, it is possible to create a shorter road section of several hundred metres if a major arterial 

intersection is present.  This way, the expectedly higher risk can be referenced to a more specific 

location. Section length should also be limited where a road changes its stereotype, e.g. becomes 

divided.  Figure 2 shows how road sections are presented in ANRAM. 

Road attribute data is coded for each 100m carriageway segment. The ANRAM risk scores for each 

of the five severe crash types are calculated for each 100 m segment and then averaged over the 

whole road section. 

 
Source: ANRAM v1.01, RAM tab (2014). 

Figure 2:  Example road sections in ANRAM 

3.6 Importing Data 

In order to derive ANRAM FSI crashes, two sets of data are required for ANRAM.  

The first is the iRAP v3 coded data set.  As described in Section 3.4, this data is coded as per iRAP 

protocols and includes an additional two fields to enable it to be processed by ANRAM (jurisdiction 

and road stereotype).  The steps for importing the iRAP v3 coded data set are outlined below.  

ANRAM uses the imported road data to calculate the Predicted FSI values for each road section. 

The second set of data to be processed is the observed FSI crash data for the most recent five-year 

period, segregated into the five ANRAM crash types.  The steps for adding the Observed FSI crash 

data are also outlined below.  The Observed FSI crash data is compared and combined with the 

Predicted FSI values to determine the ANRAM FSI crash values. 

ANRAM FSI crashes are the main output of ANRAM which can be used for estimation of severe crash 

risk across jurisdictions.  Where Observed FSI data is not available, and therefore ANRAM FSI 

crashes cannot be calculated, Predicted FSI crash numbers provide a reasonable estimate of 

infrastructure-based severe crash risk. 
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iRAP v3 coded data importing procedure 

The main menu is used to import the iRAP v3 coded data set, supplemented with the jurisdiction and 

road stereotype data fields, into ANRAM according to the following steps: 

 display the main menu tab (use keyboard shortcut Control + m)  

 click the ‘Import and process data’ button 

 Locate the data upload file to be uploaded (note: ensure that all data is in one sheet, not 

multiple sheets, as ANRAM will only read one sheet) 

 a message box will appear indicating when the data has been imported. 

Note that importing data may take a number of minutes.  The ‘main menu’ screen may still be 

displayed while data is importing.  This is standard.  For some users ANRAM may also appear to 

close while data is being imported.  Also note that you should be able to use other programs on your 

computer while data is importing, however do not copy and paste in any Microsoft product during the 

data import phase as it may disrupt the data import process (the data import macro uses copy and 

paste functions). 

Note that when importing a new data set, any existing data and results in ANRAM will be overwritten.  

If the old data is to be retained, the Raw Data tab should be copied out to a new spreadsheet and 

saved.  Alternatively, it may be exported using the main menu (Control + m).   

Observed FSI crash data input 

Input of Observed FSI crash data is done at a road section level in the CVM tab, according to the five 

ANRAM crash types.  The fatal and serious crash history needs to be obtained from jurisdictional 

databases and prepared outside of ANRAM.  Appendix B provides simple guidance on how to 

translate jurisdictional RUM or DCA codes into the five ANRAM crash types.   

The following points should be considered in the preparation of Observed FSI crash data: 

 only fatal and serious injury (hospitalisation) should be included 

 the latest available 5-year crash period should be used and recorded 

 crash data should be geocoded or listed by chainage to enable automated and precise 

assignment to road sections used in ANRAM 

 on divided roads, use crashes belonging to the relevant carriageways only 

 intersection crashes belonging to the relevant carriageway should be used, typically excluding 

crashes more than 20 m back away from the centre of the assessed carriageway (e.g. side 

road approaches) 

 exclude service road crashes if possible  

 freeway interchange crashes are not included, i.e. crashes on ramps, or at ramp intersections 

with other roads. Merge or diverge crashes that occur on the freeway carriageway are included 

 for each section, where no crashes have been recorded, ‘0’ should be entered. If no observed 

crash data is entered for a section (i.e. all cells are blank), ‘observed’ and ‘ANRAM FSI’ 

crashes will not be calculated for those sections.  This ensures that each road section has 

correctly assigned observed crash data 

 always check crash data for anomalies, e.g. duplicated crashes, incorrect or missing codes, 

incorrect or missing location information. 

Assigning of crash data to individual road sections and carriageways can be done manually (time 

consuming) or automated using GIS software.  The format of the Observed FSI crash data should be 

based on a template shown in Table 3, i.e. sorted into the five ANRAM crash types.  The data can be 

collated using a template that matches the road sections as per the CVM tab and then manually 

pasted as values into the ’Observed FSI crashes’ cells of the CMV tab.  Table 3 provides an example 

of Observed FSI crash data that has been entered into a template for three roads, one of which is 

divided into two sections. 
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Table 3:  Example of Observed FSI crash data input 

  Running chainage Observed FSI crashes 

Section 

no. 

Road name Start End Run-off-

road 

Head-on Intersection Pedestrian Other 

1 Chandler Road 0.09 3.09 0 0 0 0 0 

2 Chandler Road 3.10 7.30 1 0 0 0 1 

3 Jacksons Road 0.00 2.70 3 0 2 5 8 

4 Huntingdale Road 0.01 3.11 4 0 5 0 1 

Source: FSI crash data sourced from CrashStats, VicRoads (2012). 

3.7 Amending or Adding New Data 

New road sections and routes can be added to or removed from existing data sets.  This can be done 

by appending additional rows of data below existing data or deleting rows in the data upload.xlsx.  It is 

important to ensure that road section, road stereotype and jurisdiction fields are also completed for 

each segment.  Road sections numbers must not be repeated in any ANRAM data set.  Adding or 

removing road sections in data sets should be done in the separate data upload.xlsx file and then 

imported using the ‘Import and process data’ button in the main menu. 

When needed, road attribute categories of individual 100 m segments can be amended, e.g. when 

coding errors are discovered, or road features changed since coding (e.g. following an improvement 

project or completion of roadworks).  The data is coded numerically, i.e. each attribute category 

corresponds to 1, 2, 3, or higher.  These numbers can be changed manually, or by using the ‘find and 

replace’ function for a range of cells corresponding to the road section(s) being amended.  

Appendix A lists the road attributes and their categories.  The iRAP coding manual provides guidance 

on the selection of attribute categories.  Also, the Lookup tab in ANRAM provides a listing of all data 

attributes categories and category codes used in ANRAM.  

Any changes to the Raw Data tab need to be reprocessed in ANRAM.  To do this, bring up the main 

menu (Control + m) and click the ‘Reprocess data’ button.  Updated results for the amended data can 

then be viewed and analysed as described in Section 3.10. 

This process affects only the data already uploaded to ANRAM.  The original data in data upload.xlsx 

file remains unchanged.  Hence, any amendments will be lost if the original data is re-uploaded, or 

another data set is uploaded.  It is thus advisable to export the Raw Data set to a separate file.  To do 

this, bring up the main menu (Control + m) and select the ‘Raw data’ export option. 

An alternative approach may be to make all data amendments or additions by creating new versions 

of the data upload.xlsx and reimporting the results.  

3.8 Clearing Data 

The following steps may be followed to clear all data uploaded to ANRAM: 

 display the main menu tab (click the control button + m) 

 click the ‘Clear data’ button 

 a message box will appear letting you know when the data and results have been cleared. 

Alternatively, uploading a new version of data upload.xlsx will overwrite any previously uploaded data 

and results already in ANRAM. 

3.9 Exporting Data 

The main menu provides a function to export a number of useful data sets and ANRAM outputs.  All 

data are exported as values only (i.e. no formulas).  To do this, bring up the main menu (Control + m), 

select one or more categories and click the ‘Export data’ button. Multiple options can be selected. 

Data that can be exported includes: 
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 Raw data: if any amendments have been made to input data in the Raw Data tab, this option 

allows the amended data set to be saved as a new file. 

 CVM tab: ANRAM outputs can be used to prioritise high-risk sections across the network (e.g. 

ANRAM risk scores, Predicted FSI, Observed FSI and ANRAM FSI crashes).  Also included 

with this exported data are the Weighting Factors (which are generally viewed in the RAM tab). 

 Data Viewer set: presents the input data from the ‘Raw data’ tab with descriptive values rather 

than numerical codes.  Allows easier review and analysis of road attribute characteristics 

outside of ANRAM. 

 Toolkit Output: presents Toolkit outputs as values only for reference.  May be compared with 

other ‘Toolkit output’ results for different treatment program scenarios.  This selection will also 

export the corresponding treatment program data (see below). 

 Treatment program data: this data set is from the ‘Hyp data’ tab.  This is the revised data 

reflecting hypothetical changes to the original data set as a result of the proposed treatment 

program as entered in ‘Toolkit Input’.  It is in the same format as a data input file and could be 

reimported into ANRAM if desired (e.g. further amendments to proposed treatment program).  

Data will be exported to a new workbook with each data set on a separate tab.  If ‘Raw data’ or 

‘Treatment program data’ is exported, a separate file will also be created (for each).  These can be 

used as an import file. 

3.10 ANRAM Calibration 

ANRAM v1.04 has been provided with initial calibration factors using the available Observed FSI 

crashes from the main trial, sourced from a number of Australian jurisdictions.  

Predicted FSI and Observed FSI values should be 

similar at the road network level to ensure that 

ANRAM’s Predicted FSI crashes approximate real-

world performance. ANRAM was initially calibrated to 

align these two parameters at the national level with the 

available data. 

When ANRAM is used for assessment of regions or 

jurisdiction-based projects, the recalibration of the 

national model using the Observed FSI crash data is 

recommended. This will make the results more 

responsive to the specific crash issues of the region or 

the investigated route(s) or network(s). Recalibration 

helps to target specific areas and crash types in state-

based programs. 

Calibration process 

Calibration should be based on a large dataset of 

carriageway kilometres and crashes, at least several 

hundred kilometres per each road type. A large sample 

of road sections in each stereotype will provide a more 

accurate calibration than otherwise.  

Partial recalibration may be done for selected road 

types, e.g. when assessing a predominately a rural road 

network. In this instance, the rural undivided road 

stereotype may be recalibrated and the default 

(national) calibration factors used for other road types. 

The following process is recommended for calibration  

of ANRAM.  It can be semi-automated using pivot tables  

in Excel.  The process is outlined in the steps below: 

Differences between Predicted FSI 

and Observed FSI crashes 

It is appropriate that Predicted FSI and 
Observed FSI values may vary 

considerably at the road section level. 
There are a range of reasons for this, 

including: 

 statistical variation in observed 
crash history 

 road use and user factors 
 fatal and serious injury crash 

reporting rates 
 changes in traffic conditions during 

the observed crash period (e.g. 

traffic volumes, speed limits or road 
improvements) 

 fleet factors such as a high 
proportion of heavy vehicles. 

Sample size for recalibration 

A large sample of road sections and 

crashes in each stereotype will provide 

a more robust calibration. Calibrating 
with a small data set may lead to 

inaccurate results. ARRB can assist in 
helping with sample size selection in 

marginal cases. 
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1 Calculate Predicted FSI crashes using the existing version of ANRAM.  

2 Assign Observed FSI crashes (5 years) for road section by crash type to each road section in 

the CVM tab. Extract the data from the CVM tab by using the CVM export function or just copy 

the CVM sheet to a new spreadsheet (paste as values).  

3 Calculate Observed and Predicted FSI totals by road and crash type. This can be done by 

inserting a pivot table based on the extracted CVM dataset. Create separate output tables for 

Observed FSI and Predicted FSI by road stereotype and crash type, as per the example in 

Figure 3.  

4 Calculate an adjustment ratio for each road type/crash type field to be recalibrated by dividing 

Observed FSI by Predicted FSI values for that field (see Equation 2). Note pedestrian crashes 

cannot be calibrated at this time and are set to 1.00 (see Section 3.13). 

 

Figure 3:  Example observed and predicted crashes by road stereotype 

5 Calculate the new calibration factors for each road type/crash type by multiplying the 

adjustment ration (calculated in step 4) by the existing calibration factors (see Equation 1).  

CFij = Adjustment ratioij x CFij old 1 

where     

CFij = calibration factor for crash type i and relevant road stereotype j  

Adjustment ratioij = ∑ Observed FSIi 
 
i 

∑ Predicted FSIi 
 
i 

 
2 

∑Observed FSIij = sum of all Observed FSI crashes of type i on road stereotype j  

∑Predicted FSIij = sum of all Predicted FSI crashes of type i on road stereotype j  

CFij old = the old calibration factor for crash type i for the relevant road 

stereotype j, as found in Calibration factors tab in ANRAM 

 

6 Update values in the Calibration factors tab to the new (project specific) factors, and reprocess 

the data. The Predicted FSI values will be recalculated. The total Predicted FSI for the 

route/network should be now much closer to the total Observed FSI.  It should be noted that if 

calculating ANRAM FSI crashes, the observed data will need to be re-entered into the CVM 

tab. If no changes have been made to the road sections, the data used in Step 2 can be re-

entered. However, if changes have been made to any road sections, consideration will need to 

be given to any differences in Observed FSI data that may apply to affected sections. 
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Observed crash data 

If no observed crash data has been 

entered into the CVM tab for relevant 

sections, the Toolkit Section Analysis 

will return ‘N/A’ for ‘Observed FSI’ and 

‘ANRAM FSI’.  If zero crashes have been 

recorded for the section(s) being 

analysed, ‘0’ needs to be entered into 

the relevant cells in the CVM tab. 

Future recalibration 

Future development of ANRAM will involve refinement of national calibration factors and FSI crash 

prediction models (SPFs) as larger data sets for calibration become available. In addition, risk factors 

may be updated to capture the most current research. Over time, the model will improve and continue 

to reflect the safety performance of different parts of the Australian road network. This will provide a 

solid baseline for national comparison of projects. 

3.11 ANRAM Toolkit 

ANRAM v1.04 provides a basic Toolkit that enables users to carry out investigations of severe crash 

risk on the road network and analysis of potential treatment programs. 

Prioritising high-risk road sections 

Following uploading and processing of AusRAP data and input of the Observed FSI crashes for the 

investigated network, users may: 

 apply filters to the CVM tab to focus on high-risk road sections, e.g. by filtering out road 

sections with low risk scores, or by focussing on road sections with ANRAM FSI crash numbers 

above a set value 

 sorting and/or ranking results 

 add a pivot table to perform more complex analysis of results in the CVM tab 

 create a risk matrix (an example approach is provided in Section 5.2.4 of Austroads 2014) 

 export the contents of the CVM tab outside of ANRAM to create a sortable and searchable 

database of risk-ranked road sections 

 mapping results.  

These functions fulfil the fundamental intent of ANRAM as the means of identifying road sections with 

high risk of severe crashes.  

Toolkit section analysis  

The Toolkit Section Analysis tab provides a summary of ANRAM results.  Identified high-risk road 

sections and routes can be selected for more detailed analysis.  Users may select: 

 Whole network, road or road section using the available drop-down lists: 

1 Select a road or the ‘whole network’ from the ‘Road name’ drop-down list. 

2 Select a section or all sections from the ‘Section’ drop-down list.  

 All roads/network for one jurisdiction: Select 

relevant jurisdiction from the ‘Jurisdiction’ 

drop-down list.  Note: this will select all roads 

relevant to the selected jurisdiction.  This option 

is only relevant where the Raw Data tab includes 

data from multiple jurisdictions. 

Note it may take 1 to 2 minutes for ANRAM to update 

the tables and graphs.  A message will appear when 

data processing is complete. 

The Toolkit Section Analysis tab allows scrutiny of the 

ANRAM risk scores and Observed, Predicted and ANRAM FSI crashes.  The Toolkit Section Analysis 

can also help identify which risk score categories make the greatest contribution to the overall risk  

score (refer to Figure 4 and Figure 5).  

The text box ‘Influence of road attributes on overall risk score’ (p 16) and Section 3.5.2 of Austroads 

(2014) include further information on the influence of different types of attributes on risk scores. Users 

may derive their own conclusions about which road attributes should be changed in order to improve 

risk scores values, and Predicted FSI crash values.  Through such direct investigation, users can 
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easily define the types of treatments that may be required to treat the identified high-risk roads.  

Attribute categories and their risk scores are listed in Appendix A.  

 

Source: ANRAM v1.04, Toolkit Section Analysis tab (2014).  

Figure 4:  Example outputs from ANRAM Toolkit Section Analysis for selected road 
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Source: ANRAM v1.01, Toolkit Section Analysis tab (2014). 

Figure 5:  Example ANRAM Toolkit Section Analysis – high risk attributes for selected road 

 

 

High proportion 
of the example 
road has 
roadside hazards 
less than 5m 
from 

carriageway. 
Over 90% of the 
example road 
has trees ≥10cm 
diameter  

(non-frangible). 

67% of the 
example road 
has unsignalised 

intersections. 
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Toolkit input 

Once high-risk road sections and their key risk attributes have been identified, users can use the 

Toolkit Input to prepare treatment program options. Some of the possible investigations may include: 

 a single treatment applied conditionally across the whole network (e.g. on rural undivided 

roads, with a speed limit of 100 km/h, where there are currently no shoulders – apply wide 

sealed shoulders) 

 multiple treatments for a selected route (e.g. reduce speed limit from 100 to 80 km/h, provide 

safety barriers on sharp curves with no barriers, seal shoulders where unsealed) 

 different treatments for different routes within one road network as part of a program (e.g. route 

A – speed limit reduction, route B – audio-tactile edge lines, route C – selective pavement 

widening). 

The key intent of the Toolkit was to provide the user with control over the treatment selection and its 

costing.  Road agencies may use their own approaches to treatment selection, e.g. Safe System 

Transformation, primary/secondary/tertiary, etc.  ANRAM does not define this approach, rather it 

gives users a flexible Toolkit to select and evaluate the most effective treatment programs.  Users are 

encouraged to experiment and share their experiences.   

By treating the highest severe crash risk sections first, road networks will progressively attain 

performance closer to the Safe System goal.  This reflects the intended audience for ANRAM which 

would be road safety policy and program decision makers at a jurisdiction or regional level. 

Influence of road attributes on overall risk score 

The influence that each attribute will have on the overall ANRAM risk score depends on its: 

 prevalence throughout the model, i.e. how often it is repeated in the risk algorithm 

  magnitude of its relative risk values 

  incidence on the given road network. 

The attributes that have the greatest influence on the overall risk scores will depend on the 
characteristics of the network being assessed. Users may derive their own conclusions about which 

road attributes should be changed in order to reduce the risk on the network. 

Prevalence throughout the model: Certain risk factor attributes are used many times throughout 
the risk algorithm. Thus, even when the individual influence of one of these risk factors is small, 

the overall influence of the total ANRAM risk score should be noticeable as each crash type risk 
score would be affected. These risk factor attributes include: 

 Operating Speed – in five out of five crash type ANRAM risk scores  

 Skid Resistance – in five out of five crash type ANRAM risk scores 

 Grade – in five out of five crash type ANRAM risk scores 

 Curvature – in four out of five crash type ANRAM risk scores 

 Delineation – in four out of five crash type ANRAM risk scores. 

Four out of five of these measures can be measured through road agency and automated data 

collection systems. Use of good quality data will improve quality and repeatability of results as well 
as providing a useful resource for asset and road management. 

Magnitude: Attribute categories that have a high associated relative risk value will have a 

noticeable effect on risk score (e.g. sharp curves, intersections and roadside hazards).   

Incidence on the road network: For some attributes (e.g. operating speed, skid resistance, 
grade, curvature and delineation) a small individual influence may still have a noticeable effect on 

risk scores due to the prevalence of these attributes across the road network. In particular, where 
road design standards are quite high and there are few intersections, such attributes may 

contribute to a higher proportion to the overall risk score. 
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The Toolkit evaluates one potential treatment at a time (one treatment per row).  The treatments are 

entered by first selecting the road section, or route, or the entire network, then by selecting a 

minimum of one and up to three conditional road attributes and categories (e.g. all 80 km/h speed 

limits, Curvature – sharp, Side friction – low).  The treatment section of the spreadsheet on the right, 

allows amending one of them to a different attribute category (e.g. to Side friction – high).  This 

process can be repeated for up to 12 treatments.  With each treatment the user is prompted to 

provide a cost estimate.  

When investigating several incremental treatments on the same roads, it is important to input them in 

the logical order which does not result in replacing one treatment with another.  For example, when 

proposing to improve lane widths, the treatments (rows) should be entered as follows: 

 from medium change to wide 

 from narrow change to medium. 

This way both medium and narrow categories would receive incremental improvements.  Also, users 

need to check that the same high-risk road attribute is not being treated with two different treatments 

at the one time.  It is however appropriate within ANRAM to apply more than one treatment in one 

road section or a 100 m segment
3
. 

It is important to note that in its computations ANRAM applies the proposed treatment only to those 

100 m segments which meet the criteria set by the user.  Users should select parts of the network 

(roads and road sections) which have high frequency of a given high-risk attribute needing treatment.  

Otherwise, it is possible to treat only a small portion of selected road sections.  The Quantity/length 

column should be used to double-check what proportion of the selected network is going to be 

affected by the proposed treatment.  Proposed treatments affecting only a small proportion of the 

overall road length may in some cases result in low reported network-level crash reductions, while 

having a significant benefit at the treated locations. 

Selection of treatments causes parts of the uploaded raw data to be amended within ANRAM and the 

results to be recalculated.  The Toolkit Output tab in ANRAM calculates a number of output 

parameters needed for evaluation of prospective treatment programs. 

Toolkit output 

The Toolkit Output tab presents the expected benefits of proposed treatments. The Toolkit Output tab 

presents the treatments that were selected using the Toolkit Input tab (now in columns) as they are 

applied across all road sections in the database (rows).  Many will be empty, while others will show 

estimated lengths of the treatment and costs per road section.  Each road section will have its own 

total estimated treatment cost (capital only).  Filters may be used to easily review only the sections 

within the selected road network to which treatments have been applied (i.e. rows where treatment 

costs are greater than $0). 

For each road section ANRAM calculates the Reduction in Predicted FSI crashes (five years), 

resulting from all treatments, across all crash types and the total.  These reductions are compared 

with the originally calculated pre-treatment values to obtain the Predicted FSI crash change factor 

across all the crash types.   

Users can observe the effects treatments would have.  When only a small number of segments within 

each road section are treated, the crash change factor values are close to 1.0 (i.e. little overall change 

in severe crashes is expected).  When the treatments are applied at many locations, the crash 

change factor values are lower (fewer severe crashes are expected to remain after the treatment).  

The user can take an extra step to calculate the program-wide expected crash change factor, based 

on the total Reduction in Predicted FSI crashes (five years) for all treatments across all road sections.  

                                                           
3
 Applying multiple treatments to one road section may result in the overall reported treatment length exceeding the road 

section length.  An example may be treating roadside hazards in the same road section on the passenger side and on the 
driver side. 
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This feature enables preparation of complex programs targeting different crash types in different parts 

of the road network.  

ANRAM takes a unique approach to the calculation of the potential treatment benefits.  For each 

crash type, the Toolkit Output applies the crash change factor to the ANRAM FSI crashes (five years) 

already calculated in the CVM to estimate the reduction in ANRAM FSI crashes (five years). The use 

of ANRAM FSI crashes reflects the site-specific road user issues and local conditions which may 

account for increased or reduced safety benefits from a proposed treatment program focussed on 

road infrastructure.  

The saved ANRAM FSI crashes are then converted to an annual benefit using economic analysis 

inputs. For simplicity, these are global variables entered by users, i.e. it is the same for all treatments: 

 FSI crash unit costs need to be calculated by each jurisdiction, or set by federal government 

guidelines. Further information about crash costs is included in Appendix C.  The FSI crash unit 

costs may be based on the typical proportion of fatal crashes to serious injury crashes, and be 

calculated for rural and urban road environments. 

 Treatment life and discount rate. The monetary benefit of the treatment program is 

discounted over the treatment life to provide the present value of the safety benefits. Treatment 

life can be adjusted down to five years if the treatments being evaluated are short-term works 

such as line marking or delineation.  For most civil works, treatment life of 15–20 years is 

adequate (Austroads 2010). 

The ratio of the net present values of the safety benefit to capital treatment cost provides a 

preliminary benefit-cost ratio (BCR) for each treatment.  A program-level BCR is also calculated by 

aggregating the benefits and costs of all road sections and treatments. This is included in the 

‘program-level evaluation’ summary table at the top of the Toolkit Output tab (Figure 6).  The BCRs 

should be treated as initial estimates only.  Project and program applications should be evaluated 

through full BCR methods applicable in each jurisdiction.  

 

Source: ANRAM v1.04, Toolkit Output tab (2014). 

Figure 6:  Example ANRAM Toolkit Output – program-level evaluation summary table 

3.12 Application of ANRAM Outputs 

ANRAM may be used to support and inform decision making in funding of major projects or road 

improvement programs.  Typical examples of application in road improvement programs may include: 

  identification of highest risk road sections and most cost effective treatment packages  

  safety evaluation of route improvement strategies, including estimation of severe crashes 

saved over treatment life 

 development of road safety strategies and business cases 

  mass treatment programs 

 proactive road safety programs 

 appraisals of roads at the planning, design or upgrade stage 

135.5 $1,948,008 0.96 18.41 $1,840,788.74 $7,969,651.91 4.09

This table provides a preliminary program level evaluation of all treated sections.

*  Note, total treated length is the sum of lengths of all treatments applied, not length of road treated.

Estimated 

present value of 

project benefit

Total 

treated 

length 

(km)*

Estimated 

discounted 

program cost

Program-

level crash 

change 

factor

Estimated reduction 

in ANRAM FSI 

crashes (5 years)

Estimated 

annual safety 

benefit

Program-

level BCR

Program-level evaluation
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 measuring progress towards Safe System infrastructure 

 assessing road safety value of asset management programs. 

ANRAM provides a number of outputs which may be used in different aspects of severe crash risk 

assessment, safety performance monitoring, identification of project candidate sites and their initial 

evaluation.  Different treatment options may be evaluated in order to optimise the mix and extent of 

treatments.  Table 4 describes ANRAM outputs and some of their applications.  New applications for 

outputs are emerging with use by road agencies.  

Section 5.2.5 of Austroads (2014) discusses the potential use of ANRAM in developing proactive road 

safety programs.  

Section 3.10 outlines outputs that may be generated by the ANRAM Toolkit.  The Toolkit Section 

Analysis tab provides a summary of ANRAM results for each section.  This includes information about 

individual high-risk road attributes.  By mapping the ANRAM risk scores or iRAP v3 input data for 

individual road attributes, users can create geographic distributions of crash factors.  Such information 

may be useful in building business cases for funding and in discussions with the public.  

The ANRAM Toolkit provides program development inputs of interest to decision makers, e.g. 

estimates of severe crash reductions, safety benefits and BCRs.  

High risk road sections may be identified through ranking of ANRAM FSI crashes.  Contents of the 

CVM tab can be exported and sorted to prioritise or rank the highest-risk sections across the network.  

ANRAM FSI crash frequency per kilometre could be mapped as an indicator of how severe crash risk 

is distributed across the road network, without the effect of random distribution or clustering of 

crashes.   

Similarly, the Predicted FSI crash frequency for road sections could also be mapped to show the 

distribution of severe crash risk due to road infrastructure factors alone.  This would assist in 

communicating the reasoning behind strategic allocation of road improvement projects.  

The differences between Predicted and Observed FSI crashes could serve as a starting point for 

investigations of road-user-based crash problems, not directly dependent on road infrastructure. 

Collective/individual risk matrices, similar to the example shown in Section 5.2.4 of Austroads (2014), 

could be developed using ANRAM FSI crash frequency and ANRAM risk scores.  A separate matrix 

assessment could be carried out for rural and urban road networks.  The differences in road safety 

performance and infrastructure needs of the two road networks mean that prioritisation of projects may 

need to be carried out separately. 

ANRAM’s network-wide assessment method enables outputs to be incorporated into existing asset 

management protocols and systems.  Outputs can be linked to specific road sections and other 

condition assessments already undertaken by road managers.  This provides an opportunity to 

integrate road safety considerations into decisions that support investment in the upgrade and 

maintenance of local and regional road networks. ANRAM can provide Asset Managers with a 

repeatable research-based and quantifiable road safety risk assessment methodology to incorporate 

into their asset management decision making. For example, the road safety value of targeted asset 

management activities (such as pavement rehabilitation/resealing to maintain skid resistance on 

curves) can be assessed and reviewed in order to maximise benefits. 
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Table 4:   ANRAM outputs and applications 

Outputs Definitions and locations Applications 

iRAP v3 
input data 

A number of defined road attribute and 
operational data fields used as input in to iRAP 
v3 algorithms, once it has been uploaded.  

This information can be found in the Data 
Viewer tab of ANRAM – the attribute categories 
are expressed in words.  The Raw Data tab 
contains the same information with attribute 
categories coded as numbers. 

Some information could be used in 
monitoring of Safe System infrastructure, 
e.g. % of the road network equipped with 
flexible median barriers. 

ANRAM risk 
scores 

(AusRAP 
SRS also 
available) 

 

Unitless measure of individual risk related to 
engineering attributes, speed and levels of 
potentially conflicting traffic.  AusRAP SRSs are 
calculated for each crash type at 100 m level 
across iRAP v3 categories. ANRAM risk scores 
are combined iRAP scores for the five crash 
types used by ANRAM and averaged 
(smoothed) for each road section.  They are 
reported in RAM tab and repeated in the CVM 
tab. 

AusRAP SRS and ANRAM risk score values for 
each 100 m segment are in the Results tab. 

iRAP SRS can be obtained from ANRAM 
and used in AusRAP road network 
investigations.  

ANRAM risk scores are absolute values and 
can be used to identify road sections with 
particularly high individual risk of a given 
type of severe crash (head-on, run-off-road, 
intersection, pedestrian, other). 

Weighting 
Factors 

The ratio of a road section’s risk score to the 
average risk score for its road stereotype. It 
indicates deviation above or below the typical 
severe crash risk. It is an individual crash risk 
indicator.  Weighting Factors are calculated for 
each road section and for each crash type. 

Weighting Factors for each road section can be 
found in the RAM tab of ANRAM. 

Weighting Factors can be used to identify 
high-risk sections regardless of road 
stereotype, i.e. can be useful in prioritising 
road sections across a diverse road 
network.  For example, focus on all road 
sections with WFROR ≥ 3 would identify the 
worst sections for run-off-road severe crash 
risk on freeways, urban undivided and local 
roads.  

Predicted 
FSI crashes 

Indicate collective severe crash risk due to 
engineering features, speed and traffic flow. 

Predicted FSI crashes are calculated for each 
crash type on a given road section over a five 
year period.  

Predicted FSI crashes are listed by road section 
in the CPM tab of ANRAM and repeated for 
convenience in the CVM tab.   

Predicted FSI crashes may be used as a 
repeatable and comparable method for 
estimating collective severe crash risk, 
regardless of location (proactive approach).  
Predicted FSI crashes may not account for 
all road user or local factors (e.g. 
intoxicated pedestrians). 

Predicted FSI crashes are used in the 
ANRAM Toolkit to estimate the crash 
change factor from proposed treatments. 

Observed 
FSI crashes 

Five years of severe crash data for each crash 
type, and each road section, as provided by the 
user.  An expression of collective severe crash 
risk to the community which reflects any 
underlying road, road user and local factors.  
Tends to be unreliable at low severe crash 
counts and can vary simply due to crash 
reporting rates in different areas. 

Observed FSI crashes are entered by the user 
in the CVM tab of ANRAM. 

Observed FSI crashes can be used to 
identify and investigate high-risk road 
sections based on severe crash history only 
(reactive approach).  The difference 
between Observed and Predicted FSI 
crashes can indicate an increased role of 
local and road use factors such as 
congestion or speeding. 

ANRAM FSI 
crashes 

A snapshot of collective severe crash risk at a 
point in time based on road stereotype, 
engineering features, speed, potentially 
conflicting traffic and severe crash history. 
ANRAM FSI crashes are calculated for a given 
road section, for each crash type over a five 
year period. They are more responsive to road 
user factors and local conditions but offer a 
more repeatable measure of severe crash risk. 

ANRAM FSI crashes can be found the CVM 
tab. 

ANRAM FSI crashes can help to monitor 
collective risk changes across different 
parts of the road network over time (e.g. 
every five years), measuring the progress 
towards the Safe System, prioritising road 
sections for further investigation and 
treatment options and programs.  

They are used in the ANRAM Toolkit to 
estimate the effectiveness of proposed 
treatments (a proactive approach taking into 
account severe crash history). 
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3.13 Known Issues 

Please note that ANRAM v1.04 uses the iRAP v3 algorithm protocol version from July 2011.  It was 

since amended by iRAP, however these updates could not be accommodated in ANRAM due to 

timing.  

The pedestrian aspect of the iRAP algorithm and coding guidance were not completed in time for 

inclusion in the current version of ANRAM.  This should not be a problem for assessment of rural and 

high-speed urban roads where pedestrian volumes are low. 

The direction of future development of ANRAM was beyond the scope of the original project.  The 

Memorandum of Understanding provides a framework for cooperation between the partners to 

progress such development.  
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Glossary 
AADT: Annual average daily traffic.  

ANRAM: the Australian National Risk Assessment Model. ANRAM v1.04 is an Excel 2010 VBA 

application. ANRAM includes the following modules:  

Risk Assessment Module (RAM): computes the relative risk of different types of fatal and serious 

injury crashes due to the effect of road features, speed and levels of potentially conflicting traffic. 

The outputs of the RAM are the crash type ANRAM Risk Scores and weighting factors.  

Crash Prediction Module (CPM): estimates the predicted fatal and serious injury crashes for 

each road section given its length, traffic flow, road infrastructure and speed, over a typical five-

year period. The main output of the CPM is the Total Predicted FSI crashes for each road section.  

Crash Validation Module (CVM): computes expected fatal and serious injury crashes for each 

road section by comparing and combining Predicted FSI and Observed FSI crashes to produce 

ANRAM FSI crashes. The output of the CVM is the Total ANRAM FSI crashes for each road 

section over a five-year period.  

ANRAM Toolkit: enables users to carry out investigations of FSI crash risk on the road network 

and analysis of potential treatment programs.  

http://www.arrb.com.au/ANRAM
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ANRAM Risk Scores: are based on the components of iRAP v3 Beta 3 SRSs and can be used as an 

indicator of individual risk of a severe crash of a given type. ANRAM Risk Scores are averaged 

(smoothed) for each road section.  The risk scores are a unitless measure of individual risk related to 

engineering attributes, speed and levels of potentially conflicting traffic. 

ANRAM FSI crashes: indicates the expected collective fatal and serious injury crash risk based on 

road stereotype, engineering features, speed, potential conflicting traffic and severe crash history. 

The ANRAM FSI value for each crash type is calculated by combining the Predicted FSI and 

Observed FSI crashes using a Bayesian weighting factor. Total ANRAM FSI crashes is the aggregate 

of the values for five crash types, for each road section, over a five-year period.  

AusRAP: Australian Road Assessment Program. AusRAP was an active partner in development of 

ANRAM and continues to provide input in ANRAM’s ongoing development. The risk assessment 

component of the process uses iRap/AusRAP v3 algorithms to calculate ANRAM risk scores. 

Collective risk: a measure that indicates crash frequency as experienced by the community, that is 

the number of crashes per unit of time. It can be expressed per section, per kilometre, or per 

intersection. ANRAM outputs Total ANRAM FSI crashes per road section which is converted to Total 

ANRAM FSI crashes per kilometre to provide a comparison rate of collective risk.  

CPM: Crash Prediction Module.  

CVM: Crash Validation Module.  

FSI crash: Fatal or serious injury crash.  

Individual risk: is a measure of risk to an individual road user expressed per kilometre of travel by a 

vehicle, or vehicle-kilometres travelled (VKT). It is collective risk adjusted for road user exposure. 

Individual risk is often measured by fatal and serious injury crash rates, or risk assessment scores. 

ANRAM risk scores averaged for a given road section are an approximation of individual risk.  

iRAP: International Road Assessment Programme. The risk assessment component of the process 

uses iRap/AusRAP v3 algorithms to calculate ANRAM risk scores. 

KiwiRAP: New Zealand Road Assessment Programme.  

Mean FSI crashes: an intermediate output of ANRAM calculating a mean number of FSI crashes 

over a five year period of a given type based only on the road stereotype and AADT. Mean FSI 

crashes are based on FSI Safety Performance Functions. Thirty such functions were developed for 

ANRAM (six road stereotypes and five crash types). Total Mean FSI is an aggregate of five crash 

types for each road section.  

Observed FSI crashes: indicates the observed fatal and serious injury crashes over five years in the 

road section. ANRAM uses Observed FSI disaggregated according to the five crash types (run-off-

road, head-on, intersection, pedestrian and other, where the ‘other’ category accounts for all other 

types of crashes occurring on the network). Observed FSI crashes are one of the key ANRAM inputs. 

Observed FSI crashes are used to supplement the predicted results and account for road user-related 

risk. 

Predicted FSI crashes: Crash Prediction Module output that indicates the collective severe crash 

risk over a five year period due to engineering features, speed, traffic flow and potential for vehicle 

conflicts. Does not account for road-user related risk. For each crash type in a given road section, the 

Predicted FSI crashes value is calculated by adjusting up or down the Mean FSI value by the relevant 

weighting factor derived from ARNAM risk scores. The Total Predicted FSI crashes for a given road 

section is calculated by aggregating the predicted values for the five crash types.  

RAM: Risk Assessment Module.  
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Safety Performance Functions (SPFs): is a relationship between crash frequency per kilometre per 

unit of time and traffic flow (AADT) developed for a particular road stereotype from observed data. 

Additional independent variables may also be incorporated, e.g. terrain, or abutting land use.   

Severe crashes: fatal and serious injury crashes.  

Star Rating Score (SRS): AusRAP SRSs are measure of individual risk related to engineering 

attributes, speed and levels of potentially conflicting traffic. AusRAP SRSs are calculated for each 

crash type at 100 m segments across iRAP v3 categories. 

ANRAM Risk Scores are based on the components of iRAP v3 Beta 3 SRSs and can be used as an 

indicator of individual risk of a severe crash of a given type. ANRAM Risk Scores are averaged 

(smoothed) for each road section. 

ViDA: The online platform for iRAP. 
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 ROAD ATTRIBUTES AND RISK FACTORS Appendix A

Table A 1 lists the ANRAM road attributes, including information regarding the type of attribute.  They 

are presented in the order listed in the ‘data upload’ file and ‘raw data’ tab, which corresponds with 

the format generated by iRAP v3 (Beta 3).  Most fields are common to both iRAP v3 and ANRAM.  

The last two fields (‘jurisdiction’ and ‘road type’) are attributes that have been created for ANRAM. 

Up to 72 attributes may be collected to satisfy the iRAP specification, however only 42 are currently 

required for ANRAM. The types of attributes are: 

 Identifiers – 13 attributes, 3 of which are optional. Used in describing the road segment or 

defining other risk factors. 

 Exposure – 2 attributes. Used directly in calculations (AADT, length). 

 Risk – 30 attributes. Used directly in calculations. 

 Pedestrian – 13 attributes. ANRAM is not currently calibrated for pedestrians, hence these 

attributes are not used in the current version of ANRAM. 

 Supplementary – 14 attributes. Not used in iRAP for calculations for user groups of interest in 

ANRAM, therefore not used in ANRAM calculations. For example, motorcycle and bicycle 

attributes not specifically considered in ANRAM, other attributes feed into the investment 

planning part of the iRAP tools which is not used in ANRAM.  

Table A 2 provides the road attributes with categories and their crash risk factor values.  ‘Column’ 

corresponds to the titles for each attribute in the ‘data upload’ file and ‘raw data’ tab.  Where no risk 

factors apply, a comment is provided.  In addition to the input road attributes listed in this appendix, 

there are a number of other intermediate attributes that are calculated from the input data (e.g. 

median traversability).  These are not shown. 

The ANRAM road attributes and risk factors are included in this appendix have been sourced from the 

July 2012 version of iRAP v3 Beta 3 are included with iRAP’s permission. Terminology in this 

appendix reflects iRAP v3 (Beta 3, July 2012). 

Table A 1:   ANRAM road attributes 

Attribute Type  Attribute Type 

Road name Identifier  

(road segment)  

 Access points Risk attribute 

Section Identifier  

(section number)  

 Roadside severity –  

passenger side distance 

Risk attribute 

Carriageway Identifier  

(carriageway) 

 Roadside severity –  

passenger side object 

Risk attribute 

Distance Identifier (distance 

along chainage) 

 Roadside severity –  

drivers side distance 

Risk attribute 

Length Exposure attribute  

(length of segment) 

 Roadside severity –  

drivers side object 

Risk attribute 

Latitude Identifier (location)   Intersection type Risk attribute 

Longitude Identifier (location)  Intersection quality Risk attribute 

Landmark Identifier  

(location, optional) 

 Intersecting road volume Risk attribute 

Vehicle flow (AADT) Exposure attribute 

(AADT) 

 Median type Risk attribute 

Motorcycle % Supplementary  Upgrade cost Supplementary 

Bike flow Supplementary  Comments Identifier  

(text field, optional) 

Pedestrian flow across the road Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Roadworks Identifier 
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Attribute Type  Attribute Type 

Pedestrian flow along the road  

driver-side 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Skid resistance / grip Risk attribute 

Area type Identifier  

(Rural / urban) 

 Street lighting Risk attribute 

Number of lanes Risk attribute  Centreline rumble strips Risk attribute 

Speed limit Risk attribute  Service road Risk attribute 

Operating speed (85th %ile) Risk attribute  Speed management/traffic calming Risk attribute 

Operating speed (mean) Risk attribute  Differential speed limits Risk attribute 

Lane width Risk attribute  Sight distance Risk attribute 

Paved shoulder – drivers side Risk attribute  Meets car spec Supplementary 

Paved shoulder – passenger side Risk attribute  Motorcycle speed limit Supplementary 

Shoulder rumble strips Risk attribute  Truck speed limit Supplementary 

Curvature Risk attribute  Image reference  Identifier  

(text field, optional) 

Quality of curve Risk attribute  Car star rating policy target Supplementary 

Delineation Risk attribute  Motorcycle star rating policy target Supplementary 

Grade Risk attribute  Ped star rating policy target Supplementary 

Road condition Risk attribute  Bike star rating policy target Supplementary 

Sidewalk – passenger side Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Pedestrian fencing Pedestrian 

(not currently used) 

Sidewalk – drivers side Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Pedestrian crossing facilities  

– side road 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

Land use – passenger side Supplementary  Intersection channelisation Risk attribute 

Land use – drivers side Supplementary  Pedestrian observed flow  

along the road passenger side 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

Parking (side friction) Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Pedestrian peak hour flow  

across the road 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

Pedestrian crossing facilities Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Pedestrian peak hour flow  

along the road driver-side 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

Pedestrian crossing quality Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

 Pedestrian peak hour flow  

along the road passenger-side 

Pedestrian  

(not currently used) 

Bicycle facility Supplementary  Jurisdiction Identifier 

Facilities for motorised  

two wheelers 

Supplementary  Road type Identifier  

(road stereotype) 

Source: ANRAM v1.01, Raw Data tab (2014). 
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Table A 2:   iRAP v3 and ANRAM road attributes with crash risk factors (where applicable) 

Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

A Road name – Road segment 
descriptor. 

B Section – Unique section 
number. 

C Carriageway Carriageway A of a divided 
carriageway road 

1 – Carriageway 
identifiers. 

Carriageway B of a divided 
carriageway road 

2 

Undivided road 3 

Carriageway A of a 
motorcycle facility  

4 

Carriageway B of a 
motorcycle facility 

5 

D Distance – Distance along 
chainage. 

E Length – Length of segment 
(should be 0.1 km). 

F Latitude – Location identifier. 

G Longitude – Location identifier. 

H Landmark – Location identifier. 

Optional – leave blank 
if not required. 

I Vehicle flow 
(AADT) 

– AADT value used in 
calculations. 

This item is typically 
added after coding. 

J Motorcycle % Not recorded 1   This item is typically 
added after coding. 

Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 1.  

0% 2   

1%–5% 3   

6%–10% 4   

11%–20% 5   

21%–40% 6   

41%–60% 7   

61%–80% 8   

81%–99% 9   

100% 10   

K Bike flow None 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 1. 

Very low 2   

Low 3   

Medium 4   

High 5   

Very high 6   

L Pedestrian flow 
across the road 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

M Pedestrian flow 
along the road 

driver-side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

N Area type Rural / open area 1 Rural identifier Used to select the 
relevant rural or urban 
identifier. 

Urban / rural town or village 2 Urban identifier 

O Number of lanes One 1 1 1  

Two 2 0.02 0.02 

Three 3 0.01 0.01 

Four or more 4 0.01 0.01 

Two and one 5 0.5 0.5 

Two and three 6 0.02 0.02 

P Speed limit See note. Refer to Operating 
speed. 

Q Operating speed  
(85th percentile) 

See note. Refer to Operating 
speed.  

This item is typically 
added after coding. 

R Operating speed 
(mean)  

See note. Refer to Operating 
speed.  

This item is typically 
added after coding. 

R 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operating speed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Rural Rural 
+ cliff 

Urban Urban 
+ cliff 

The maximum value of 
‘Speed Limit’ or 
‘Operating Speed 
(85th percentile)’ is 
selected. 

Risk factors for ‘Rural’, 
‘Rural + cliff’, Urban or 
‘Urban + cliff’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

< 30 km/h 1 0.008 0.200 0.008 0.200 

35 km/h 2 0.013 0.233 0.013 0.233 

40 km/h 3 0.019 0.267 0.019 0.267 

45 km/h 4 0.027 0.300 0.027 0.300 

50 km/h 5 0.037 0.333 0.037 0.333 

55 km/h 6 0.049 0.367 0.049 0.367 

60 km/h 7 0.064 0.400 0.064 0.400 

65 km/h 8 0.081 0.433 0.081 0.433 

70 km/h 9 0.102 0.467 0.102 0.467 

75 km/h 10 0.125 0.500 0.125 0.500 

80 km/h 11 0.152 0.533 0.152 0.533 

85 km/h 12 0.182 0.567 0.182 0.567 

90 km/h 13 0.216 0.600 0.216 0.600 

95 km/h 14 0.254 0.633 0.254 0.633 

100 km/h 15 0.296 0.667 0.296 0.667 

105 km/h 16 0.343 0.700 0.343 0.700 

110 km/h 17 0.394 0.733 0.394 0.733 

115 km/h 18 0.451 0.767 0.451 0.767 

120 km/h 19 0.512 0.800 0.512 0.800 

125 km/h 20 0.579 0.833 0.579 0.833 

130 km/h 21 0.651 0.867 0.651 0.867 

135 km/h 22 0.729 0.900 0.729 0.900 

140 km/h 23 0.813 0.933 0.813 0.933 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

 

R 

 

Operating speed 
(continued) 

145 km/h 24 0.903 0.967 0.903 0.967 

> 150 km/h 25 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

< 20 mph 31 0.010 0.215 0.010 0.215 

25 mph 32 0.019 0.268 0.019 0.268 

30 mph 33 0.033 0.322 0.033 0.322 

35 mph 34 0.053 0.376 0.053 0.376 

40 mph 35 0.079 0.429 0.079 0.429 

45 mph 36 0.113 0.483 0.113 0.483 

50 mph 37 0.154 0.536 0.154 0.536 

55 mph 38 0.205 0.590 0.205 0.590 

60 mph 39 0.267 0.644 0.267 0.644 

65 mph 40 0.339 0.697 0.339 0.697 

70 mph 41 0.424 0.751 0.424 0.751 

75 mph 42 0.521 0.805 0.521 0.805 

80 mph 43 0.632 0.858 0.632 0.858 

85 mph 44 0.758 0.912 0.758 0.912 

90 mph 45 0.900 0.966 0.900 0.966 

S Lane width Wide (≥ 3.25 m) 1 1 1  

Medium  
(≥ 2.75m to < 3.25 m) 

2 1.1 1.1 

Narrow (≥ 0 m to < 2.75 m) 3 1.4 1.4 

T Paved shoulder 
‒ drivers side 

Paved ≥ 2.4 m 1 0.6 0.6  

Paved 1 m < Width < 2.4 m 2 0.65 0.65 

Paved 0 m < Width  1 m 3 0.8 0.8 

None 4 1 1 

U Paved shoulder 
‒ passenger side 

Paved ≥ 2.4 m 1 0.6 0.6  

Paved 1 < Width < 2.4 m 2 0.65 0.65 

Paved 0 < Width  1 m 3 0.8 0.8 

None 4 1 1 

V Shoulder rumble 
strips 

Not present 1 1.25 1.25  

Present 2 1 1 

W Curvature Straight or gently curving 1 1 1  

Moderate curvature 2 2.2 2.2 

Sharp curve 3 3.5 3.5 

Very sharp 4 6 6 

X Quality of curve Adequate 1 1 1  

Poor 2 1.25 1.25 

Not applicable 3 1 1 

Y Delineation Adequate 1 1 1  

Poor 2 1.2 1.2 

Z 

 

 

Grade 

 

 

0 to < 4% 1 1 1  

 

 
4 to < 5% 2 1.3 1.3 

5 to < 7.5% 3 1.4 1.4 

7.5 to < 10% 4 2 2 

10%+ 5 3 3 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

AA Road surface 
condition 

Good 1 1 1  

Medium 2 1.1 1.1 

Poor 3 1.25 1.25 

AB Sidewalk – 
passenger side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 5. 

AC Sidewalk – 
drivers side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 5. 

AD Land use – 
passenger side 

Undeveloped areas 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 1. 

Farming and agricultural 2   

Residential 3   

Commercial 4   

Not Recorded 5   

Educational 6   

Industrial and 
manufacturing 

7   

AE Land use – 
drivers side 

Undeveloped areas 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 1. 

Farming and agricultural 2   

Residential 3   

Commercial 4   

Not Recorded 5   

Educational 6   

Industrial and 
manufacturing 

7   

AF Parking (side 
friction)  

Low 1   Attribute used as part 
of pedestrian model 
calculations. ANRAM 
was not calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

Medium 2   

High 3   

AG Pedestrian 
crossing facilities 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 7. 

AH Pedestrian 
crossing quality  

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

AI 

 

 

 

Bicycle facility  

 

 

 

Off-road path with barrier 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 4. 

Off-road path  2   

On-road lane 3   
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

 

A 

 

 

Bicycle facility 
(continued) 

None 4   

Extra wide outside  (≥ 4.2 
m) 

5   

Signed shared roadway 6   

AJ Facilities for 
motorised two 

wheelers 

Exclusive one way 
motorcycle path with barrier 

1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Set value 
to 6.  

Exclusive one way 
motorcycle path without 
barrier 

2   

Exclusive two way 
motorcycle path with barrier 

3   

Exclusive two way 
motorcycle path without 
barrier 

4   

Inclusive motorcycle lane 
on roadway 

5   

None 6   

AK Access points   L S L S Risk factors for 
likelihood (L) and 
severity (S). Commercial access 1+ 1 1.1 50 1.1 50 

Residential access 3+ 2 1.05 50 1.05 50 

None 3 1 0 1 0 

Residential access 1 or 2 4 1.01 50 1.01 50 

AL Roadside 
severity – 

passenger side 
distance 

0 to < 1 m 1 1 1  

1 to < 5 m 2 0.8 0.8 

5 to < 10 m 3 0.35 0.35 

≥ 10 m 4 0.1 0.1 

AM 

 

 

 

 

Roadside 
severity – 

passenger side 
object 

 

 

 

 

) 

Safety barrier – metal 1 4 4  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety barrier – concrete 2 5 5 

Safety barrier – metal 
motorcycle friendly 

3 4 4 

Safety barrier – wire rope 4 0.4 0.4 

Aggressive vertical face 5 55 55 

Upwards slope – (rollover 
gradient) 

6 45 45 

Upwards slope – (no 
rollover gradient)  

7 40 40 

Deep drainage ditch 8 55 55 

Downwards slope 9 45 45 

Cliff 10 90 90 

Tree > 10 cm  11 60 60 

Non-frangible sign/ 
post./pole ≥ 10 cm  

12 60 60 

Non-frangible 
structure/bridge or building 

13 60 60 

Frangible structure or 
building 

14 30 30 

Unprotected barrier end 15 60 60 

Large boulders ≥ 20 cm high 16 60 60 

None 17 35 35 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

AN Roadside 
severity – drivers 

side distance 

0 to < 1 m 1 1 1  

1 to < 5 m 2 0.8 0.8 

5 to < 10 m 3 0.35 0.35 

≥ 10 m 4 0.1 0.1 

AO Roadside 
severity – drivers 

side object 

Safety barrier – metal 1 4 4  

Safety barrier – concrete 2 5 5 

Safety barrier – metal 
motorcycle friendly 

3 4 4 

Safety barrier – wire rope 4 0.4 0.4 

Aggressive vertical face 5 55 55 

Upwards slope – (rollover 
gradient) 

6 45 45 

Upwards steep slope (> 75 
degrees) 

7 40 40 

Deep drainage ditch 8 55 55 

Downwards slope 9 45 45 

Cliff 10 90 90 

Tree > 10 cm  11 60 60 

Non-frangible sign/ 
post./pole ≥ 10 cm  

12 60 60 

Non-frangible 
structure/bridge or building 

13 60 60 

Frangible structure or 
building 

14 30 30 

Unprotected barrier end 15 60 60 

Large boulders ≥ 20 cm 
high 

16 60 60 

None (> 20 m) 17 35 35 

AP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intersection type 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  L S L S Risk factors for 
likelihood (L) and 
severity (S). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merge lane 1 20 15 20 15 

Roundabout 2 50 15 50 15 

3-leg (unsignalised) with 
protected turn lane 

3 35 45 35 45 

3-leg (unsignalised) with no 
protected turn lane 

4 45 45 45 45 

3-leg (signalised) with 
protected turn lane 

5 30 45 30 45 

3-leg (signalised) with no 
protected turn lane 

6 35 45 35 45 

4-leg (unsignalised) with 
protected turn lane 

7 55 50 55 50 

4-leg (unsignalised) with no 
protected turn lane 

8 70 50 70 50 

4-leg (signalised) with 
protected turn lane 

9 35 50 35 50 

4-leg (signalised) with no 
protected turn lane 

10 45 50 45 50 

(Do not use this code) 11 0 0 0 0 

None 12 0 0 0 0 

Railway crossing – passive 
(signs only) 

13 3 150 3 150 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

 

AP 

 

 

Intersection type 

(continued) 

Railway crossing – active 
(flashing lights / boom 
gates) 

14 1 150 1 150 

Median crossing point – 
informal 

15 2 45 2 45 

Median crossing point – 
formal 

16 1 45 1 45 

Mini roundabout 17 55 35 55 35 

AQ Intersection 
quality 

Adequate 1 1 1  

Poor  2 1.2 1.2 

Not applicable 3 0 0 

AR Intersecting road 
volume 

Very high (≥ 15 k) 1 1.0 1.0  

High (10 k to 15 k) 2 0.5 0.50  

Medium (5 k to 10 k) 3 0.25 0.250  

Low (1k to 5 k) 4 0.125 0.125  

Very low (1 to 1 k) 5 0.063 0.063  

Not applicable 6 0.0 0.0  

AS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media
n type 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crash 
type: 

Head on 
– Lane 

departure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety barrier – metal 1 0 0 Severity risk factors 
for Head On (Lane 
departure) and Head 
On (Overtaking) crash 
types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety barrier – concrete 2 0 0 

Physical median width > 20 
m 

3 4 4 

Physical median width  
10–20 m 

4 16 16 

Physical median width  
5–10 m 

5 36 36 

Physical median width 1–5 
m 

6 69 69 

Physical median width up 
to 1 m 

7 81 81 

Continuous central turning 
lane 

8 75 75 

Flexipost 9 85 85 

Central hatching (> 1 m) 10 64 64 

Centre line 11 100 100 

Motorcyclist friendly barrier 12 0 0 

One-way 13 0 0 

Wide centre line  
(0.3 m to 1 m) 

14 81 81 

Safety barrier – wire rope 15 0 0 

Crash 
type: 

Head on – 
Overtaking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Safety barrier – metal 1 0 0 

Safety barrier – concrete 2 0 0 

Physical median width >20 
m 

3 0 0 

Physical median width  
10–20 m 

4 0 0 

Physical median width  
5–10 m 

5 0 0 

Physical median width 1–5 
m 

6 0 0 

Physical median width up 
to  
1 m 

7 0 0 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

 

AS 

 

Media
n type 

(cont.) 

 

 

Crash 
type: 

Head on – 
Overtaking 

(cont.) 

Continuous central turning 
lane 

8 25 25 

Flexipost 9 0 0 

Central hatching (> 1 m) 10 82.5 82.5 

Centre line 11 100 100 

Motorcyclist friendly barrier 12 0 0 

One-way 13 0 0 

Wide centre line  
(0.3 m to 1 m) 

14 100 100 

Safety barrier – wire rope 15 0 0 

AT Upgrade cost Low 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations.  

Set value to 1 

Medium 2   

High 3   

AU Comments – Text field. 

Optional – leave blank 
if not required. 

AV Roadworks No roadworks 1 1 1 Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Can be 
used to manually 
identify segments with 
roadworks present, 
and exclude them 
from risk value 
calculations if desired. 

Minor roadworks in 
progress 

2 1 1 

Major roadworks in 
progress 

3 0 0 

AW Skid resistance / 
grip 

Sealed – adequate 1 1 1  

Sealed – medium 2 1.35 1.35 

Sealed – poor 3 2 2 

Unsealed – adequate 4 3 3 

Unsealed – poor 5 5.5 5.5 

AX Street lighting Present 1 1 1  

Not present 2 1.17 1.17 

AY Centreline 
rumble strips 

Not present 1 1.25 1.25  

Present 2 1 1 

AZ Service road Present 1 1 1  

Not present 2 1 1 

BA Speed 
management / 
traffic calming 

Present 1 1 1  

Not present 2 1.25 1.25 

BB Differential 
speed limits 

Not present 1 1 1  

Present 2 1.3 1.3 

BC Sight distance Adequate 1 1 1  

Poor 2 1.42 1.42 

BD Meets car spec Meets specification 1   Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations.  Leave 
value blank. 

Does not meet specification 2   

BE Motorcycle 
speed limit 

n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

BF Truck speed limit n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank 

BG Image reference – Text field. 

Optional – leave blank 
if not required 

BH Car star rating 
policy target 

n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank. 

BI Motorcycle star 
rating policy 

target 

n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank. 

BJ Pedestrian star 
rating policy 

target 

n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank. 

BK Bike star rating 
policy target 

n/a Note that this attribute 
is not used in ANRAM 
calculations. Leave 
value blank. 

BL Pedestrian 
fencing 

Pedestrian fencing full 100 
m length 

1 0 0  

Pedestrian Fencing at 
pedestrian crossing 

2 1 1 

No pedestrian fence 3 1.2 1.2 

BM Pedestrian 
crossing facilities 

– side road 

  L S L S Risk factors for 
likelihood (L) and 
severity (S). Grade separated facility 1 0.2 90 0.2 90 

Signalised with refuge 2 1 90 1 90 

Signalised without refuge 3 2 90 2 90 

Unsignalised marked 
crossing with refuge 

4 2 90 2 90 

Unsignalised marked 
crossing without a refuge 

5 4.8 90 4.8 90 

Refuge only 6 5.1 90 5.1 90 

No facility 7 6.7 90 6.7 90 

BN Intersection 
channelisation 

Present 1 1 1  

Not present 2 1.1 1.1 

BO Pedestrian 
observed flow 
along the road 
passenger side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

BP Pedestrian peak 
hour flow across 

the road 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

This item is typically 
added after coding. 
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Column Attribute Category Category 
ID 

Rural 
Risk factors 

Urban 
Risk factors 

Notes 

BQ Pedestrian peak 
hour flow along 
the road driver-

side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

This item is typically 
added after coding. 

BR Pedestrian peak 
hour flow along 

the road 
passenger-side 

n/a. Refer to note. ANRAM was not 
calibrated for 
pedestrians at this 
time, due to limitations 
noted in Section 4.1 of 
Austroads (2014). Set 
value to 1. 

This item is typically 
added after coding. 

BS Jurisdiction NSW 1 – Jurisdiction identifier. 

VIC 2 

QLD 3 

SA 4 

WA 5 

TAS 6 

NT 7 

ACT 8 

BT Road type Rural undivided 1 – Road stereotype 
identifier.  

Refer to Table 2 for 
applicable AADT 
range. 

Rural divided/freeway 2 

Urban freeway 3 

Urban divided 4 

Urban undivided 5 

Urban local 6 

Source: ANRAM v1.0, Raw Data tab (2014) and iRAP personal communication, July 2012. 
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 RUM/DCA CODES AND ANRAM CRASH Appendix B

TYPES 

Observed FSI crash data needs to be assigned to each road section according to the five ANRAM 

crash types.  Table B 1 provides guidance on translating jurisdictional RUM or DCA codes into the 

five ANRAM crash types.  Charts depicting crash codes for each jurisdiction are provided in Appendix 

A of the Austroads Guide to Road Safety, Part 8: Treatment of Crash Locations (Austroads 2009). 

Table B 1:   ANRAM crash types 

Jurisdiction 
ANRAM crash types 

Run-off-road Head-on Intersection Pedestrian Other 

New South 

Wales 

(RUM codes) 

70–79, 80–89 20 10–19, 21–29 00–09 30–39, 40–49,  

50–59, 60–69, 

90–99 

Victoria and 

Tasmania  

(DCA codes) 

170–179, 180–

189 

120 110–119, 121–

129 

100–109 130–139,  

140–149,  

150–159,  

160–169,  

190–199 

Queensland 

(DCA codes) 

700–708, 800–

808 

201 100–109, 200,  

202–207 

000–009 300–310,  

400–408,  

500–506, 506, 

600–610,  

900–907 

Western 

Australia 

(RUM codes) 

70–79, 80–89 21 10–19, 20, 22–

27 

01–09 30–39, 40–49, 

50–59, 60–69, 

90–99 

South Australia 

(Crash type) 

02*, 07*, 09*, 

11*,12* 

05* 04*, 05*, 08* 06 01, 02*,03, 04*, 

05*, 07*, 08*, 

09*, 10, 11*, 

12*,13, 14 

Tasmania  

(DCA codes,  

same as 

Victoria) 

170–179, 180–

189 

120 110–119, 121–

129 

100–109 130–139,  

140–149,  

150–159,  

160–169,  

190–199 

Northern 

Territory 

70–79, 80–89 20 10–19, 21–29 00–09 30–39, 40–49, 

50–59, 60–69, 

90–99 

Australian 

Capital Territory 

70–709, 80–

809 

201 10–109, 20,  

202–209 

00–009 30–310,  

40–409,  

50–509,  

60–609,  

90–909 

Source: Crash codes from Austroads (2009). 

* South Australian crash type codes may correspond to multiple ANRAM crash types: 

 ‘02’ (hit fixed object), ‘07’ (roll over), ’09’ (hit parked vehicle), ’11’ (hit objet on road) & ‘12’ (left road – out of control) 

may include ANRAM Run-off-road and Other type crashes 

 ‘04’ (right angle) & ‘08’ (right turn) may include ANRAM Intersection and Other type crashes 

 ‘05’ (head-on) may include ANRAM Head-on, Intersection and Other type crashes. 
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 CRASH COSTS IN AUSTRALIA  Appendix C

Crash costs may be calculated based on the human capital approach (traditional method) or the 

willingness-to-pay approach. The Austroads Guide to Road Safety, Part 1: Road Safety Overview 

(Austroads 2013) provides further information regarding crash costs. It should be noted that ‘in recent 

years, there has been a re-focussing amongst the Australian jurisdictions and New Zealand in the 

way the cost of road trauma is calculated, from the ex-post or human capital method to the ex-ante 

willingness-to-pay (WTP) approach’ (Austroads 2013).  

The human capital approach …. identifies all the losses which occur as a result of road traffic 

crashes as a total cost to the nation. This includes loss of life and life quality, loss of productivity, 

medical, legal and court and property damage costs. (Austroads 2013).  

The WTP approach estimates the value of life in terms of the amounts that individuals are prepared 

to pay to reduce risks to their lives (this is the value to the individual on an ex-ante basis, or before 

the fact). This approach uses people’s preferences (either stated or revealed) to ascertain the value 

they place on reducing risk to life, and reflects the value of intangible elements such as quality of 

life and joy of living. (BITRE 2009)  

Table E 1 indicates the cost of road crashes for different severities for both the human capital 

approach and willingness-to-pay approach, in 2011 dollars.  

Table C 1:   Cost of road crashes (human capital and willingness-to-pay) 

Crash severity Cost of road crashes using different methods 

 Human capital approach 
(1)

  Willingness-to-pay approach 
(2)

  

Fatal crash  $3 083 000  $7 192 000 (urban)  

$7 111 000 (non-urban)  

Serious injury crash  $307 500  Serious injury  

$350 500 (urban)  

$219 000 (non-urban)  

Hospital injury  

$85 000 (urban)  

$64 000 (non-urban)  

Other injury crash  $17 000  $18 500 (urban)  

$23 000 (non-urban)  

(‘minor injury’ in Hensher et al. 

2009)  

Non-injury crash  $11 500  –  

Note: costs are in 2011 Australian dollars, calculated from original sources using the Reserve Bank of Australia 
inflation calculator (RBA 2012).  
Sources:  
1 BITRE (2009) provided these estimates in 2006 dollars.  
2 Hensher et al. (2009) provided these estimates in 2007 dollars.  
 

In the context of application of crash costs in ANRAM, the users should select an agreed value of a 

fatal or serious injury crash to be used in comparison of options. This value may be based on the 

overall proportions of fatal to serious injury crashes in urban and rural conditions. 


